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British Airways Launch the i360 with Global Drone Footage  

 

UK-based Startup provided Global Drone Footage for the Launch of the BA i360  
 

Today, 4th August 2016, British Airways are officially opening the world’s tallest moving 

observation tower in the world. From the same team team that designed the famous 
London Eye, guests who take a ‘flight’ on the i360 will be treated to a 450 feet high and 360 
degree spectacular view of Brighton and the coastline - which goes as far as 26 miles! 
 
Airstoc, working alongside Bartle Bogle Hegarty, a Global Advertising Agency, were 
commissioned to capture aerial footage from 14 locations across four continents to enhance 
the unique and exclusive experience inside the observation tower. The seaside views 
combined with this footage and impressive CGI effects will add up to a simply breathtaking 
experience.  
 
Airstoc, an online marketplace for professional drone pilots, worked with 14 individual 
drone companies to capture the footage. Within a very tight timeframe and a specific brief, 
Airstoc was able to deliver 14 shots with exactly the same camera angle, speed, direction 
and camera quality, which is incredibly challenging with only enough time for one take.  
 

 
 

This footage will be played continuously on the TV Screens inside the “doughnut” 
(observation pod), which holds up to 200 people. This incredible video was the vision of BBH 

and British Airways, who wanted the guests to imagine being at the height of the 
observation tower and looking out across any city around the world. Some of the locations 

http://www.airstoc.com/
https://www.airstoc.com/drone-companies/get-price


guests will be able to see include Costa Rica jungle, Barbados exclusive beaches, Austrian 
mountains and the Maltese Capital, Valletta.     
 

Just over 2 years ago, Airstoc launched as an online marketplace connecting professional 

drone companies with customers looking for aerial videography and have since worked with 
more than 1,500 customers including Sky, the BBC and Discovery and now BBH/British 
Airways, to provide breathtaking aerial footage.   
 

Giles Moore, founder and CEO of Airstoc, said: “It has taken over 2 years for industries and 
companies to start adopting this technology, but we are slowly seeing a transition occurring, 
with more industries adopting drone technology as they start to understand the benefits 

and end results. Until about two years ago businesses had very limited options when it 
came to aerial photos and videos. Not only were they very expensive, they were 

tremendously complex to organise and put a huge strain on resources and time. With 
Airstoc, getting a professionally-filmed drone video has become so quick and simple that it 

is becoming almost a no brainer.” 
 

Over the past 2 years, Airstoc has developed a truly worldwide network of drone operators. 
Customers can now easily book drone pilots from 106 countries, including traditionally hard 

to reach countries such as Iran, Aruba, Iraq, Nigeria and Antigua. This has opened up huge 
possibilities for media companies, who now have the opportunity to capture affordable 

aerial shots from around the globe. 
 

 

About Airstoc: 

Giles Moore – hello@airstoc.com  

Airstoc, a Tech City and Northern Star winner, is the largest drone pilot marketplace in the 

world. Established in the UK, Airstoc is an online platform enabling aerial photography and 

mailto:hello@airstoc.com


videography to be booked, for any industry, in the click of a button. Currently they have 
professional drone pilots in 106 countries, and have recently become the preferred aerial 

supplier for several large US broadcasters. Go to Airstoc.com for more information and to 
hire a drone pilot today, and visit dronelaws.in, to be kept updated on global drone laws. 
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